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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 5994 14.4 3.7 25 57.5 100
2 5994 14.4 3.8 25 57.5 100

3a 5957 3.7 1.4 7 53.2 99.4
3b 5835 3.3 1.5 8 41.2 97.3
3c 5836 5.3 2 10 52.6 97.3
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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1. (b) Outline some consequences of high mortality rates. [10]
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Sticky Note
A good inclusion to justify/evaluate a consequence of high mortality rates.

Sticky Note
Excellent case study with good detail of a government inspired consequence of high mortality rates caused by HIV/AIDS.

Sticky Note
Useful statistic.

Sticky Note
Causes.

Sticky Note
Useful justification of high death rates, but a cause not a consequence.

Sticky Note
It is always useful to provide some evidence of what 'high' means . In this case Botswana's crude death rate was 17 /1000 in 2013 (prb.org).









Sticky Note
A good explanatory point.

Sticky Note
Useful attempt at an explanatory  definition.

Sticky Note
Correct, but lacking in development and evidence.

Sticky Note
An indication of what high mortality rates are, with an example, would be a good beginning.



Sticky Note
This point could be more fully developed.

Sticky Note
The question is well understood and some useful knowledge is incorporated. There are lots of accurate statements, but these are not backed up with sufficient development or elaboration. A very worthy middle/upper Level 2.

Sticky Note
This is a repeat of the same point above which refers to Japan and France, but is very specific with very good knowledge.

Sticky Note
Very brief justification/explanation/linkage for this consequence.

Sticky Note
A good attempt to provide evidence for a correct point. Somalia had an IMR of 83 in 2013 (prb.org).







Sticky Note
An attempt to locate a place with high mortality rates, although the figure given is very inaccurate. The death rate in Botswana in 2013 was 17/1000 (prb.org).



Sticky Note
Weak knowledge of the issue with inaccurate statistics and essentially missing the point of the question. So a misinterpretation. A Level 1 response. This misinterpretation was quite common.

Sticky Note
Just a continuation of the same point regarding the consequences of an ageing society, not the consequences of high mortality.

Sticky Note
Missing the point of the question. This information does not address the consequences of high mortality rates but the consequences of an ageing population.

Sticky Note
Very inaccurate statement. Displays a lack of understanding.

Sticky Note
Changing the question into old age issues, a very common trend noticed in many answers.
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2. (b) Outline the impacts of changes in the rural-urban fringe. [10]
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Sticky Note
Useful background and context to give reasons for changes, but the focus of the answer should remain on the impacts of changes.

Sticky Note
Useful attempt at a definition.



Sticky Note
Again, a change leading to an impact.

Sticky Note
The impact is more traffic on country lanes resulting from the increase in house building and population references earlier.

Sticky Note
The term "pollution" has not been left without some qualification (a very common failing), and some attempt has been made to qualify the term.

Sticky Note
Yes, the distribution centre is an example of change, whereas the increase in congestion is the resulting impact.

Sticky Note
More developed reasons for this tension could be provided.

Sticky Note
Again, an increase in shops is perhaps just a change, the impacts of this development have not been stated. This is a generalised comment and not specific to the case study.

Sticky Note
Doesn't mean gender, but means age structure, and this is a very valid impact linked to the changes mentioned.

Sticky Note
The construction of housing and the increase in population are perhaps examples of change rather than of impact.

Sticky Note
A promising locational introduction to a case study example. A well annotated map would have been a welcome addition.



Sticky Note
Two themes make this a Level 3 answer: firstly, knowledgeable use of a case study in a well located area; and secondly, a good focus on the question. There was a mixture of change and impact, but the demand for impacts was well appreciated and that theme was attempted throughout.

Sticky Note
Just more changes.

Sticky Note
A generalisation not developed.







RichardR
Sticky Note
Not a very precise location.

RichardR
Sticky Note
The question does not ask for reasons for change.

RichardR
Sticky Note
What's this?

RichardR
Sticky Note
Yes, a relevant impact which needs development to indicate how Bournemouth's CBD has been affected.

RichardR
Sticky Note
This is a typical example of a name-drop. A settlement has been named with scant locational detail, but the information provided for this settlement is not related precisely to it and could apply to many other settlements.

RichardR
Sticky Note
So far the rural-urban fringe has not been defined nor located and some very generalised information has been provided.

RichardR
Sticky Note
The term 'CBD' has been used inappropriately. The candidate means 'built up area'.

RichardR
Sticky Note
"Services". A very vague term.



RichardR
Sticky Note
Very generalised with some stunted changes and impacts. Lacks precise knowledge and, despite a location being injected, most of the information was vague and generalised. Middle to bottom Level 2.

RichardR
Sticky Note
Vague conjecture.







RichardR
Sticky Note
Vague, what does it mean?

RichardR
Sticky Note
A process attempting to explain change and impacts which was not required in the question.

RichardR
Sticky Note
Poor knowledge of geographical terminology.



RichardR
Sticky Note
Lacking in understanding and knowledge. Some vague and generalised statements and providing some information on the causes of rural-urban fringe change with an example of change. Essentially not answering the question on the impacts of change. So a Level 1 response.

RichardR
Sticky Note
This is a case study of change, not the impacts of change.

RichardR
Sticky Note
A reason not an impact.
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3. (c) Outline the conclusions of your investigation into a changing human environment.

 You should state clearly the question that you have investigated. [10]
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Sticky Note
The reader would appreciate some locational information here, where are the zones? A sketch map would have been a very useful addition.

Sticky Note
There is no indication of how the results were derived. This could have been very briefly mentioned. However, the use of the results is very good and demonstrates actual knowledge hopefully gained in the field and from a 1981 secondary resource. The terms 'clone town' and 'border town' could usefully have been defined.

Sticky Note
A good and appropriate title.



Sticky Note
An attempt at analysis/interpretation linking the aim of the enquiry with the results. A very valid conclusion inclusion.

Sticky Note
Overall, a  very well organised, well structured and logical report, using the results of primary and secondary research well enough. A little bit repetitive perhaps. Yes, it could be improved with more specific reference to where, and how, results had been obtained, but this would have had to be outlined succinctly so as not to digress into an answer on data collection. So, in summary, a fairly detailed Level 3 response, but there are better Level 3 answers.

Sticky Note
Yes, work has been completed referring to historical Goad maps and the results are summarised here.

Sticky Note
Here changes are attempted to be justified and explained. It isn't too specific on Swansea, however. Names and locations of some of the redevelopments would have added authenticity to the Swansea example.

Sticky Note
Here we have some locational detail with the actual names of premises which is good, but the task does seem a little self- fulfilling.





Sticky Note
Very brief, but does include a specific comment from a questionnaire survey.

Sticky Note
The fact that a couple of real places have been mentioned right at the end has confirmed a Level 2 response, but not a very strong one. There has been no effort to develop nor elaborate any fieldwork/research activity which generated results and to incorporate those results, with locations, in the narrative, A very generalised and narrow report, yet some work has been done, even if briefly reported, so a lowly Level 2 response is appropriate.

Sticky Note
A great lack of detail, a very vague and shallow paragraph.

Sticky Note
Here is stated the same fieldwork survey, or is it? In a different place!

Sticky Note
There really needs to be an introduction discussing what a clone town is and whether it's a good or bad thing. A score of 22 is not put into any perspective and there is no idea of how this score was derived. Not a competent beginning.





Sticky Note
A very shallow and thin enquiry leaving the reader to guess where, and what, results may have been achieved to inform the conclusion. Essentially just a couple of vague points were delivered for an unlocated, but named, area. A Level 1 response.

Sticky Note
So, as well as more litter, there is more crime. Apparently 'talking' to police occurred.

Sticky Note
???  Vague.

Sticky Note
No specific information of what data was gathered. The reader now assumes that a questionnaire survey has been completed and that there now appears to be more litter than previously. This is very shallow and vague and lacking in any specific detail of comprehensive results and locations.

Sticky Note
This is general background, setting the scene, introduction and doesn't begin to address the issue of a conclusion to a geographical enquiry.

Sticky Note
The title could be better expressed as: To what extent is population change having an environmental impact in Hillfields Ward?
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GCE GEOGRAPHY G2 


CHANGING HUMAN ENVIRONMENTS 


Q.1 (b) Outline some consequences of high mortality rates. [10] 


Consequences of high mortality rates include: 


 The immediate effect of many deaths on society and economy.


 Action to reduce the high number of deaths.


 Action to redress the balance of the population structure by increasing the
younger population.


 Accept consequences of specific mortality rates.


 Any other valid approach.


Some suggested responses are given below. 


(i) Consequences of a high death rate could be where high mortality rates are 


prevalent: Countries in stages 2 and 3 of the demographic transition, such as 


Sierra Leone [16/1000] and Central African Republic [16/1000].  


 Maintaining a high birth rate to compensate for a relatively high
death rate thus maintaining a population in danger of severe
resource shortages.


 Action by governments, NGOs and international aid agencies to
help reduce death rates by investing in health structures to help
reduce infant mortality; economic structures, such as employment
opportunities, leading to greater personal wealth/security and
hence well-being; social structures such as pension schemes so
better health care could be afforded in later life; environmental
structures such as improving sanitation would reduce deaths and
education structures such as health and safety information
including issues associated with road traffic.
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(ii) Consequences to countries suffering the ravages of HIV/AIDS, such as 
Lesotho [16], Swaziland [15] could be:  


 


 Social trauma, as family members die young. 


 AIDS can be sex selective increasing the sex ratio differences. If 
too many men die the community loses an important social and 
economic stratum of society. Swaziland, for example, is attempting 
to deal with the issue of HIV/AIDS by maintaining an HIV 
surveillance programme, promoting condoms by free distribution, 
screening all donated blood, improving health care for those living 
with HIV particularly to aid prevention of mother to child 
transmission and improving women’s access to prevention 
services. 
 


(iii) Consequences to countries at war: Afghanistan [16] could be:  
 


 The misery and dislocation that war occasions. 


 Refugee creation (Syria to Jordan). 


 International pressure to either increase troop numbers, or reduce 
them. 
 


(iv) Consequences to Eastern European countries which have relatively high 
death rates such as Ukraine [15], Russia [14] and Bulgaria [15] could be: 


 


 Government action to reduce the death rate by improving the 
health and well-being of society; by improving economic 
opportunities for employment and increasing pay; by addressing 
environmental issues such as industrial disease, pollution and 
injuries, which are major factors causing deaths; by addressing 
social issues of drug taking, smoking and alcohol consumption; by 
encouraging births with incentives such as “create a baby day” to 
redress the balance of high death rates. 


 
(v) Mortality rates in stage 5 of the demographic transition may be worthy of a 


‘high’ classification as this is when mortality rates begin to increase: such as 
Germany [10], Italy [10] and Japan [10]. In stages 4/5, health care is much 
better, leading to longer life expectancies, but consequently, ironically, higher 
death rates. Consequences could be: 


 


 Stage 5 countries will continue to prolong the lives of their citizens 
with medical advancement, but at the same time may encourage 
the demographics of the country to change by allowing younger 
workers into the country. Also, by various policies, (child benefit, 
paternity leave, child tax credit), to encourage procreation, thus 
reducing the impact of an ever ageing population. In so doing the 
nation’s overall death rate will reduce.  


 Providing more care for the elderly. 


 Providing education advice on healthy lifestyle choices regarding 
smoking, drinking, safe sex, eating, exercise and driving 
standards. 


 Engaging in the debate about the right to die and euthanasia with 
more urgency. 
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(All figures derived from www.prb.org data sheet 2012). 


Level 3 
8–10 marks 


Good knowledge and understanding of at least two 
consequences of high mortality rates. 
Good development of example(s). 


Level 2 
4–7 marks 


Some knowledge and understanding of consequences of high 
mortality rates.  Allow one consequence in detail. 
Example(s) are evident and enhance the outline. 


Level 1 
0–3 marks 


Basic knowledge and understanding of consequences of high 
mortality rates.  Brief consequence(s). Little use of example(s). 
Maximum level for causes of high mortality rates; some 
knowledge of mortality. 





		Blank Page

		Blank Page
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Q.2 


(b) Outline the impacts of changes in the rural-urban fringe.  [10] 


A variety of approaches may be expected, all of which are valid. 


 Answers that entirely focus on the impact of changes within the fringe.


 Answers that focus entirely on how fringe changes have had an impact
elsewhere away from the fringe, in the CBD for example.


 Answers which combine the above two approaches in various proportions.


The question asks for impacts and a review of changes themselves would 
not be sufficient for Level 3. 


Some suggested changes and impacts in the rural-urban fringe. 


 Settlement change in physical size, shape and appearance impact on the
environment as physical ecosystems change to human ones.


 Demographic change in numbers and the nature of people living in fringe
settlements may impact by inducing tension between different groups;
locals and newcomers, young and old.


 New suburban accretions eating into the fringe impact on the scenic
quality and perceived attractiveness of a rural landscape.


 Out of town developments in retailing, office parks, leisure and recreation
(leisure centres, golf courses, cinemas) impact by creating a busier
environment with more journeys on narrow rural roads with safety issues
and associated traffic congestion and vehicle pollution.
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 Improvement in communications: new motorway junctions and ring roads
improve accessibility but degrade the existing agricultural and/or forest
environment.


 Decline in agricultural land use impacts by creating derelict and
abandoned farms which some perceive as unsightly whilst other celebrate
the newly colonising biodiversity which follows.


 Diversification in farmland activity: paintballing and quad biking impact by
occasioning more noise and disturbance in the fringe area.


Some suggested changes in the rural-urban fringe having an impact on 
CBDs. 


 Economic decline. As CBDs lost many retail, entertainment, shopping and
office businesses to out of town developments a “dead heart” was
recognised: empty shops, some dereliction, unkempt and untidy and a
preponderance of charity shops.


 Redevelopment and/or reinvigoration of CBDs to stem or reverse the
decline. Large, complete redevelopments of city centre retailing sites such
as Birmingham’s newer Bullring, Bristol’s Cabot Centre and Cardiff’s St.
David’s 2.


 Environmental improvements have been great with large expansions of
traffic free areas, street repaving, fancy lighting, flowers, fountains,
hanging baskets etc. Street entertainment is being provided to draw in
custom. Park and ride schemes have been introduced and late night
shopping.


 Apartments are often included in CBD redevelopment schemes which
draw back residents to city centres and hence more and convenient
custom for retailers.


Level 3 
8–10 marks 


Good knowledge and understanding of the impacts of 
changes in the rural-urban fringe within the fringe or 
elsewhere.  Good development of example(s). 


Level 2 
4–7 marks 


Some knowledge and understanding of the impacts of 
changes in the rural-urban fringe within the fringe or 
elsewhere.  Example(s) are evident and enhance the 
explanation. 


Level 1 
0–3 marks 


Basic knowledge and understanding of the impacts of 
changes in the rural-urban fringe, within the fringe or 
elsewhere.  Little use of example(s). 
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(c) Outline the conclusions of your investigation into a changing human 
environment. [10] 


 
You should state clearly the question that you have investigated. 


 
Marking will depend on the quality of response and must be adjusted to suit 
individual studies presented. 


 
An outline of what the investigation set out to achieve would be expected with 
a review of whether or not the initial hypothesis, question and/or issue had 
been realised. 
 
Some candidates may incorporate an evaluation as part of their conclusion, 
as this is listed as part of stage 5 (conclusion and evaluation) in WJEC’s 
document ‘the Enquiry Approach which can be applied to G1, G2 and G3B’ 
which can be found on the GCE Geography web page.  
 


Level 3 
8–10 marks 


Good knowledge and understanding of the conclusions. 
Very good development using the context of the 
investigation. 


Level 2 
4–7 marks 


Some knowledge and detailed understanding of the 
conclusions using the context of the investigation. 


Level 1 
0–3 marks 


Basic knowledge and understanding of the conclusions. 
Basic development using generic and generalised 
responses. 
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